Sponsorship Opportunities

**Summit Lead Sponsor** – $25,000 -- *Limited to two*

Benefits include:
- Premier listing as Feature Lead Sponsor on all Summit mast, material & promotional collaterals
- Moderator or presenter opportunity
- Four (4) complimentary registrations
- Sponsorship of reception
- 8’x6’ Premier Trailblazers Showcase space to accommodate backdrop display and tabletop with signage
- Listing in Summit program
- Recognition in Summit proceedings
- Company logo slide during breaks and lunch
- Listing on Summit webpage and link to company website
- Includes Tabletop at Feb. 20 Career Fair

**Summit Co-Sponsor** – $10,000 -- *Limited to four*

Benefits include:
- Listed as Co-Sponsor on all Summit material & promotional collaterals
- Moderator or presenter opportunity
- Two (2) complimentary registrations
- 8’x6’ Prime Trailblazers Showcase space to accommodate backdrop display and tabletop with signage
- Listing in Summit program
- Recognition in Summit proceedings
- Company logo slide during breaks and lunch
- Listing on Summit webpage and link to company website
- Includes Tabletop at Feb. 20 Career Fair
**Trailblazers Showcase Options** – *Limited to 14 total*

**Option One - Summit Showcase Trailblazer Sponsor** - $5,000

Benefits include:
- 8’x6’ Select Trailblazers Showcase space to accommodate backdrop display and tabletop with signage
- Two (2) complimentary registrations
- Listing on all promotional collaterals
- Listing in Summit program
- Recognition in Summit proceedings
- Company logo slide during breaks and lunch
- Listing on Summit webpage and link to company website
- Includes Tabletop at Feb. 20 Career Fair

**Option Two - Contributing Sponsor** – $3,000

Benefits include:
- 8’x6’ Trailblazers Showcase space to accommodate backdrop display and tabletop with signage
- One (1) complimentary registration
- Listing in Summit program
- Listing on Summit webpage and link to company website

**Lanyards Sponsor** – $2,000 – *Limited to one*

If you would like to join us as a sponsor at the Advanced Reactors Technical Summit V & Technology Trailblazers Showcase please contact: Caleb Ward – (202) 332-8845 – caleb.ward@usnic.org